1.

はじめに
Before an environment variation. The left¯gure denotes an evaluation of formed-pattern, while the right¯gure expresses the sketch of subsystem interactions between adjacent ones (which is the same in (b) and (c)). Now, we assume that the desired pattern is emerging. At that time, the evaluation of the formed-pattern is the highest, and no interactions work between adjacent subsystems.
(b) Immediate after an environment variation. Because of environment variation, the formed-pattern is not the same as the desired pattern. Therefore, the evaluation of the formedpattern goes down. And, interactions are working all the time. The formed-pattern is maintained by the balance of the interactions.
(c) After adaptation. The desired pattern changes so that the interactions become small. Thus, when adaptation is achieved, no interaction works as before environment variation. The evaluation function also changes, and the formed-pattern again obtains the highest evaluation. Fig. 3 The addition of subsystems. (Fig. 4(a) )，このと 
